
The rotary hammer TE-RH 38 E with pneumatic hammer mechanism is a high-quality and versatile powerhouse for challenging construction,

renovation and chiseling jobs. With hammer drilling as well as chiseling with and without chisel fixation this all-rounder is equipped with the three

functions for the universal application. The main grip of the rotary hammer is vibration-absorbing and signals the optimal contact pressure via "Press

Control" - an important support for low attrition and quick operations, though. The aluminium gear head of the rotary hammer is constructed robustly.

Additionally, 2 LEDs inform about the remaining performance and needs of maintenance by attrition of brushes. Delivery in a practical transport and

storage case.

Rotary Hammer

TE-RH 38 E
Item No.: 4257950

Ident No.: 11027

Bar Code: 4006825595451

Features & Benefits
Hammer drill with pneumatic hammer action for very good drilling-

Robust SDS-Max tool chuck-

3 functions: hammer drilling, chiseling with and without fixation-

Press-control: visualizes the optimum pressure-

Speed electronics for smooth initial drilling-

Low vibrations thanks to vibration-absorbing main handle-

Soft grip inserts also have a vibration-absorbing impact-

2 status LEDs: ready for operation and service (brush wear)-

High-grade components for prolonged operation-

Aluminium hear head - light but robust-

Overload slip coupling for safety-

Infinitely adjustable drilling depth stop made of solid metal-

Additional handle with ribs for secure fastening-

Delivered in a practical case-

Technical Data
- Mains supply 220-240 V  |  50 Hz

- Power 1050 W

- Idle speed 0-500 min^-1

- Impact rate 0-4100 min^-1

- Impact power 9 J

- Tool holder SDS-Max

- Drilling capacity in concrete 38 mm

Logistic Data
- Product weight 6.72 kg

- Gross weight single packaging 9.51 kg

- Dimensions single packaging 447 x 134 x 366 mm

- Pieces per export carton 2 Pieces

- Gross weight export carton 19.1 kg

- Dimensions export carton 380 x 455 x 285 mm

- Container quantity (20"/40"/40"HC) 1138 | 2198 | 0

Illustrations can contain accessories, which are not included in standard extent of delivery
Illustration similar (in design), production-wise modifications reserved

GS mark belongs to the product itself only, excluded accessory
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